
Abstract 

 

Title: Problems of Inter-Religious Dialogue in the Field of Sports 

Objectives: The primary objective of the thesis is to consider the terms olympism, ethics and 

fair play from various perspectives and subsequently to trace their global aspiration. 

The subject of the practical part is the analysis of religious dimension of sport and 

introduction of reality based problems indicated by athletes in terms of acceptance of the 

„global“ ethical regulations. Another point of the thesis is to determine the attitude of the 

questionnaire respondents (a group of yogis) to the problematics of supporting the transfer of 

„western“ fair play concept into  „eastern“ civilization and inquire the subject of possibly 

existing generally valid ethical values.  

Methods: Theoretical part of the thesis and the first section of the practical part comprises of 

the topical recherche based on texts analysis and comparison. Second section of the practical 

part comprehends informations obtained from questionnaires with open questions that are 

analysed and interpreted. Answers are provided by 44 respondents who actively perform 

yoga. 

Conclusion: In conclusion, the terms olympism, ethics and fair play are reviewed from 

various perspectives. Analysis of religious dimension of sport together with given examples 

describes possible problems of Hinduistic and Buddhistic athletes as well as the existing 

problems of Christian, Jewish and Muslim athletes resulting from acceptance of „global“ 

ethical regulations. According to questionnaires results, 77% of respondents perceive the 

support of „western“ fair play concept tranfer into „eastern“ civilization as acceptable and 

97,7% of respondents acknowledge globally valid ethical values. Wide range of globally valid 

ethical values has been suggested by the respondents and 13 common answers from two or 

more respondents have been found. The ethical value described as respect to other people is 

the most common aswer by 21% of respondents. 
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